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TUCSON - Sun-baked Albuquerque may
become a desert island - but not the
breezy, tropical type - rather, an "urban
heat island."

The "heat island effect" is a scientifically
documented effect of urban sprawl, and
we're all feeling it. According to the Heat
Island Group, cities can be 8-degrees
hotter than the surrounding countryside.
When your "countryside" is a desert, the
difference between a 90-degree day and
a 98-degree day is palpable.

But the outlook's not all fire and brim-
stone - there are energy-conserving
measures residents and businesses can
take to shrink urban living's hot effects.
A nice side effect? They save money.

Reports about mid-May’s heatwave, in-
dicated that highs were running more
than 10 degrees higher than the norm of
the low 80s.  More interesting is that the
overnight lows are steadily getting
warmer.

Data from the Western Regional Climate
Center shows that overnight lows in the
summer increased - on average - 7.2
degrees over a 70-year period between
1933 and 2003.  During the same time

period, daytime highs only increased 3.9
degrees.

But don't just take their word for it - step
out for a sunset stroll. Feel your own,
hot proof.  Metro Albuquerque has grown
to nearly 712,750; concrete and asphalt
now snake into desert where cacti and
wildlife thrive.  Urban sprawl is not with-
out heated consequence.

Over time, Albuquerque's urban matrix
has grown larger and more densely
packed, so the city releases heat more
slowly overnight. Miles of concrete side-
walks, acres of black asphalt and thou-
sands of dark-roofed buildings absorb the
sun's daytime rays, and hang on to it
overnight.

Add hundreds of thousands of rush-hour
cars zipping across town, humming en-
gines spewing heat onto blacktop, and
suddenly nine or 10 hours sans sunlight
isn't enough to cool things off.

There are many, easy ways for citizens
and businesses to combat the heat is-
land effect - and save money. For ex-
ample:
* Light-colored and reflective roof
coatings deflect hot sun and reduce en-
ergy bills.
* Landscaping to shade buildings us-
ing native desert trees reduces heat gain

- and air temperatures - and lowers en-
ergy bills.
* Drive less: car pool, walk, take the
bus or hop on a bike.
* Parking lots and driveways can be
built or retro-fitted as packed dirt or light-
colored gravel.
* Use an evaporative cooler in lieu of
an air-conditioning unit.
* Support the Albuquerque Tree Ini-
tiative, which seeks to plant seedlings in
public spaces; or take part in the New
Mexico State Forestry seedling program
- which distributed over 165,000 seed-
lings last year for conservation purposes.

These diverse options have one common
factor - they're all money savers in the
long run, and lessen urban heat gain.
Native desert trees cool air under their
canopies by up to 10 to 15 degrees.
Acting on the same principle as evapo-
rative coolers, they draw water from the
ground to their leaves where it evapo-
rates.

Each step we take to combat the heat-
island effect may seem as small or
simple as a grain of sand - but gathered
together in a city of nearly 712,750 - we
can build a mountain of cool relief.
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